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Quantum logic gates with fidelity above fault-1

tolerant threshold are building blocks for scal-2

able quantum technologies1,2. Compared to other3

types of qubits, photon is one of a kind due4

to its unparalleled advantages in long-distance5

quantum information exchange3–5. As a result,6

high-fidelity photonic quantum operations are not7

only indispensable for photonic quantum compu-8

tation6–8 but also critical for quantum network2,9.9

However, two-qubit photonic quantum logic gate10

with fidelity comparable to that of leading phys-11

ical systems, i.e. 99.7% for superconducting cir-12

cuits10 and 99.9% for trapped ions11, has not been13

achieved. A major limitation is the imperfec-14

tion of single photons12. Here, we overcome this15

limitation by using high-quality single photons16

generated from Rydberg atoms as qubits for the17

interference-based gate protocol, and achieve a18

gate fidelity up to 99.84(3)%. Our work paves19

the way for scalable photonic quantum appli-20

cations13–15 based on near-optimal single-photon21

qubits and photon-photon gates.22

Single photon plays a central role in the profound23

quantum technologies12,14. Photon-photon quantum op-24

erations based on interference and projective measure-25

ment16–19 enable efficient photonic quantum computing26

in both the quantum circuit model, e.g., Knill-Laflamme-27

Milburn scheme6, and the cluster-state model20, in which28

the resource overhead can be significantly reduced7. Fur-29

thermore, single photon is the key to mediate interac-30

tions between remote nodes in large-scale quantum net-31

work architectures such as quantum communication3–5,32

distributed quantum computing21 and metrology22.33

Scalable quantum architectures such as photonic quan-34

tum computers6–8 and all-optical quantum repeaters2,935

impose stringent requirements on the fidelity of photonic36

quantum operations, and consequently on the quality37

of the single-photon source12. For example, to imple-38

ment cluster-state quantum computing and all-optical39

quantum repeaters, the minimum requirements on single-40

photon source are g(2)(0) < 10−3 and the indistinguisha-41

bility higher than 99%12. To date, these demanding re-42

quirements have not been simultaneously achieved by the43

state-of-the-art single-photon sources. The imperfections44

in purity and indistinguishability also set a ceiling on the45

fidelity of photon-photon quantum logic gates12.46

Recently, significant experimental progress has been47

made in single-photon sources based on cold Rydberg48

atoms23–26. The strong interactions between Rydberg49

atoms lead to excitation blockade27 and hence the ef-50

ficient preparation of single Rydberg excitation, which51

can be converted into high-quality single photon on de-52

mand28 through matter-light quantum state transfer.53

Here we demonstrate a photon-photon quantum logic54

gate with a truth table fidelity up to 99.84(3)% by per-55

forming the interference-based controlled-NOT (CNOT)56

gate protocol with single photons generated from Ry-57

dberg atoms. The high fidelity is made possible by58

our near-optimal single-photon source with g(2)(0) =59

4.5(8)× 10−4 and an indistinguishability of 99.94(8)%.60

As illustrated in Fig. 1a, an ensemble of cold 87Rb atoms61

is prepared in an optical dipole trap and can be cou-62

pled from the ground state |g⟩ to a high-lying Rydberg63

state |r⟩ using two-photon transition with a 780 nm laser64

field Ωe
780 and a 479 nm laser field Ωe

479 via an inter-65

mediate state |e⟩. The waists of the Rydberg excita-66

tion and the dipole trap beams are chosen such that67

the entire excitation region is within the Rydberg block-68

ade radius. As a result, multiple Rydberg excitations69

are suppressed and the entire atomic ensemble involv-70

ing N atoms can be promoted from the ground state71

|G⟩ =
∏N

i=1 |gi⟩ to the single collective excitation state72

|R⟩ =
∑N

i=1 |g1⟩ . . . |ri⟩ . . . |gN ⟩/
√
N by a π pulse. To73

generate single photons on demand, a read-out field Ωr
47974

resonant with the |e⟩ ↔ |r⟩ transition is applied. Assisted75

by the enhanced atom-light cooperativity, the read-out76

field efficiently converts the Rydberg excitation into a77

single photon with well-defined spatial mode.78

To implement the CNOT gate16–19, two single pho-79

tons are consecutively generated from the Rydberg atoms80

and used as the control and target photonic qubits in a81

free-space photon-photon interferometer. As shown in82

Fig. 1b, the non-classical correlations between the con-83

trol and target qubits can be established via the two-84

photon quantum interference at a partial polarization85

beam splitter (PPBS), which has 1/3 reflectivity for hor-86

izontally polarized photons and is totally reflective for87

vertically polarized photons. When the control qubit is88

in the vertically polarized state, encoded as |0⟩C, two89

photons do not interfere so the target qubit remains un-90

changed. In contrast, with the control qubit in the hor-91

izontally polarized state, encoded as |1⟩C, the horizon-92

tally polarized component of the target qubit acquires93

a π-phase shift as a result of the unbalanced two-photon94

quantum interference, while the vertically polarized com-95

ponent is unaffected. By encoding the diagonally and96
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the experimental protocol. a, An ensemble of cold 87Rb atoms is confined in a 1012 nm
dipole trap. The counter-propagating 780 nm and 479 nm excitation beams are combined on a dichroic mirror (DM) and
tightly focused onto the ensemble, with waists of 6µm and 30µm, respectively. Atoms are initialized in the ground state
|g⟩ and excited to a high-lying Rydberg state |r⟩ with a single-photon detuning of ∆/2π = −200MHz. After the excitation,
a 479 nm read-out light resonant with |r⟩ ↔ |e⟩ transition converts the single collective excitation state |R⟩ into a single
photon which is coupled into a single-mode fiber. The insert shows the atomic levels involved in the excitation and read-
out processes: ground state |g⟩ = |5S1/2, F = 2,mF = 2⟩, intermediate state |e⟩ = |5P3/2, F = 3,mF = 3⟩, and Rydberg state
|r⟩ = |90S1/2, J = 1/2,mJ = 1/2⟩. b, Two single photons are sequentially generated with an interval of 5µs, and their temporal
wave packets are well overlapped at the interferometer using a polarization switching electro-optic modulator (EOM) and a
1 km delay fiber. Before the two-photon interference at the first PPBS, two half-wave plates (HWPs) are employed to prepare
the input state of the control and target qubits. Two more PPBSs and HWPs are used after the interference to complete
the CNOT gate operation. The output state is measured by a polarization-sensitive detection setup consisting of HWPs,
polarization beam splitters (PBSs) and SPCMs (c0,1 and t0,1).

anti-diagonally polarized states as |0⟩T and |1⟩T, the tar-97

get qubit is flipped when the control qubit is in |1⟩C.98

Therefore, the implemented input-output relation is99

|00⟩ → |00⟩ , |01⟩ → |01⟩ ,
|10⟩ → |11⟩ , |11⟩ → |10⟩ ,

which defines a CNOT gate operation.100

The fidelity of the photon-photon quantum logic gate101

critically relies on the purity and indistinguishability102

of the Rydberg single-photon source. Ideally, Rydberg103

states with higher principal quantum number n feature104

stronger interactions and better multi-excitation sup-105

pression. However, detrimental effects such as long-lived106

Rydberg contaminants, ambient electric fields induced107

level shifts and density-dependent dephasing also worsen108

with higher n. To balance the pros and cons, Rydberg109

state with n = 90 is employed in our experiment for the110

generation of high-quality single photons. The purity of111

our Rydberg single-photon source is characterized with112

a Hanbury Brown-Twiss experiment, in which the pho-113

tons are coupled into a 50:50 fiber beam splitter followed114

by two single-photon counting modules (SPCMs). Fig-115

FIG. 2. High-quality Rydberg single-photon source.
a, Second-order intensity correlation function g(2)(τ) as a
function of delay τ . The duration of each experimental cycle
is 2.5µs. The insert shows g(2)(0) at zero delay. b, The vis-
ibility of HOM interference V (t) as a function of two-photon
temporal mismatch t. The error bars represent the 1σ stan-
dard deviation from photoelectric counting events.

ure 2a shows the measured second-order intensity correla-116

tion function g(2)(τ) as a function of delay τ . As a result117

of the Rydberg excitation blockade, strong suppression of118
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FIG. 3. High-fidelity photon-photon gate. a,b, Truth tables of the CNOT gate in the computational ZZ basis (a) and
the complementary XX basis (b). The ideal input-output relation in the ZZ basis is |00⟩ → |00⟩, |01⟩ → |01⟩, |10⟩ → |11⟩ and
|11⟩ → |10⟩. Similarly, the ideal input-output relation in the XX basis is |++⟩ → |++⟩, |+−⟩ → |−−⟩, |−+⟩ → |−+⟩ and
|−−⟩ → |+−⟩, with the definitions of |±⟩C = (|0⟩C ± |1⟩C)/

√
2 for control qubit and |±⟩T = (|0⟩T ± |1⟩T)/

√
2 for target qubit.

The measured probabilities are shown on a logarithmic scale. c,d, Real (c) and imaginary (d) parts of the reconstructed
density matrix ρ for the created entangled state.

two-photon events at zero delay is observed. In order to119

achieve low g(2)(0), efforts are spent on suppressing the120

background detection events to SPCM dark-count level121

(see Supplementary Section II). The measured value for122

the second-order intensity correlation function at zero de-123

lay is g(2)(0) = 4.5(8)× 10−4, which indicates excellent124

single-photon purity.125

The scalability of interference-based quantum pho-126

tonic protocols strongly depends on the indistinguisha-127

bility of single photons, since distinguishable photons128

severely deteriorate the operation fidelity. To investigate129

the indistinguishability, two-photon interference visibil-130

ity is measured by a Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) experi-131

ment. The HOM setup is designed to minimize the vis-132

ibility reduction due to mismatch of photon wave pack-133

ets, polarization and beam-splitting imperfections, and134

background detection events (see Supplementary Sec-135

tion III). Figure 2b displays the interference visibility136

V (t) as a function of two-photon temporal mismatch137

t. Due to the quantum interference between two sin-138

gle photons, we observe a non-classical suppression of139

coincidences at zero temporal mismatch with a high vis-140

ibility of V (0) = 99.87(8)%. Besides photon indistin-141

guishability, V (0) is also affected by background detec-142

tion events and single-photon impurity characterized by143

non-zero g(2)(0). By analyzing these contributions, we144

extract an indistinguishability of 99.94(8)% (see Supple-145

mentary Section III).146

Having a single-photon source with near-optimal pu-147

rity and indistinguishability at hand, we proceed to148

the implementation and characterization of the pho-149

tonic CNOT gate by inputting different control-target150

qubits combinations to the gate and measuring the cor-151

responding output states. The truth tables of the CNOT152

gate are shown in Fig. 3a,b, where the measured prob-153

abilities for different input-output combinations are dis-154

played on a logarithmic scale. The measured fidelities of155

the CNOT gate in the computational ZZ basis and the156

complementary XX basis are FZZ
CNOT = 99.84(3)% and157

FXX
CNOT = 99.81(3)%, which is defined as the probability158

of detecting the desired output states averaged over in-159

put states (see Supplementary Section IV). To the best160

of our knowledge, the photon-photon quantum logic gate161

demonstrated here has the highest fidelity reported until162

now.163

The most remarkable feature of a two-photon quan-164

tum logic gate is its ability to establish entanglement165

between two initially uncorrelated photons. With a166

product state of (|0⟩ − |1⟩) |1⟩ /
√
2 as input, the CNOT167

gate ideally generates a maximally entangled Bell state168

|Ψ−⟩ = (|01⟩− |10⟩)/
√
2. To characterize the entangling-169

gate fidelity, quantum state tomography is performed on170

the output state and the reconstructed density matrix171

ρ is shown in Fig. 3c,d. The measured state fidelity172

FΨ− = ⟨Ψ−| ρ |Ψ−⟩ = 99.69(4)% is in good agreement173

with our analysis (see Supplementary Section V), and174

demonstrates the preparation of high-fidelity entangled175

photon pairs.176

To further verify the entanglement, we demonstrate177

the violation of Bell’s inequality with the output state178

by evaluating the correlation function E(θc, θt) given by179

C01(θc, θt) + C10(θc, θt)− C00(θc, θt)− C11(θc, θt)

C01(θc, θt) + C10(θc, θt) + C00(θc, θt) + C11(θc, θt)
, (1)

where θc (θt) is the polarization angle for the measure-180

ment of the control (target) output state, and Cij is181

the coincidence rate between SPCMs ci=0,1 and tj=0,1 in182

Fig. 1b. Correlation function E(θc, θt) with high fringe183
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FIG. 4. Entanglement created by the quantum logic
gate. Measured correlation function E(θc, θt) as a function
of θc with θt = 0 (diamonds) and θt = π/4 (circles). Solid
curves are sinusoidal fits with 0.99(1) visibility. The error
bars represent the 1σ standard deviation from photoelectric
counting events.

TABLE I. Violation of Bell’s inequality. The error bar
represents the 1σ standard deviation.

θc θt E(θc, θt)

π/8 0 0.706(6)

π/8 π/4 0.714(6)

−π/8 0 0.702(6)

−π/8 π/4 −0.700(6)

S = 2.823(12)

visibilities is observed in Fig. 4. The values of E(θc, θt)184

at polarization angle settings for Bell’s inequality are185

shown in Table I, from which the Bell parameter S =186

E(π/8, 0) + E(π/8, π/4) + E(−π/8, 0) − E(−π/8, π/4)187

is determined. The measured value S = 2.823(12) ap-188

proaches the ideal value of |S| = 2
√
2, and violates the189

Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt inequality |S| ≤ 2 by more190

than 60 standard deviations, thus clearly confirming the191

entanglement between the output photons and the quan-192

tum nature of our gate.193

To quantitatively understand the performance of our194

quantum logic gate, we thoroughly investigate possible195

sources of error in the experiment, and identify three196

major contributions to the CNOT gate infidelity: back-197

ground detection events, single-photon impurity and im-198

perfection in photon indistinguishability (see Supple-199

mentary Section IV). We emphasize that the above-200

mentioned error mechanisms are not intrinsic to our ex-201

periment, and can be mitigated with further technical202

efforts.203

Background detection events, which mainly come from204

the dark counts of SPCMs, occur randomly and lead to205

an infidelity of 0.088(4)% for ZZ basis. This effect can206

be suppressed by increasing the signal-to-background ra-207

tio. Currently, our single-photon generation efficiency208

η = 0.30(1) is mainly limited by the optical depth and209

can be improved by incorporating an optical resonator to210

enhance the collective emission. Moreover, the residual211

multi-photon components from the single-photon source212

induce unexpected coincidences in |10⟩ and |11⟩ bases,213

and lead to an infidelity of 0.067(19)% for ZZ basis.214

The detrimental multi-photon components can be further215

suppressed with stronger Rydberg interactions obtained216

by using, for example, smaller atomic sample. In ad-217

dition, the imperfect photon indistinguishability reduces218

quantum interference visibility and causes errors during219

the controlled state flip of the target qubit, leading to an220

infidelity of 0.06(8)% for ZZ basis. To further improve221

the indistinguishability, quantum optimal control tech-222

niques can be applied to the photon read-out stage for223

the precise manipulation of the photon’s amplitude and224

phase profiles. The infidelity for XX basis contributed225

by the above-mentioned mechanisms is comparable.226

In summary, we experimentally demonstrate a photon-227

photon quantum logic gate with fidelity up to 99.84(3)%228

based on near-optimal single photons generated by Ry-229

dberg atoms. We emphasize that the achieved high fi-230

delity is not limited to the interference-based gate pro-231

tocol used here. For example, photon-photon quantum232

logic gates have been realized using schemes based on233

matter-light interactions29,30, and a major source of infi-234

delity in these experiments comes from the detrimental235

multi-photon components in the photonic qubits, which236

can be circumvented with our near-optimal single pho-237

tons.238

Our results open up new perspectives for highly de-239

manding applications such as photonic quantum infor-240

mation processing and distributed matter-light quantum241

architectures (see Supplementary Section VI for detailed242

discussion on potential applications). For example, high-243

fidelity single photons and two-photon gates enable the244

preparation of photonic cluster states, which are the key245

elements of the all-optical quantum repeaters2,9 that cir-246

cumvent the requirement of long-lived quantum mem-247

ories. By increasing the size of the cluster states and248

extending their dimensions to higher than two, fault-249

tolerant photonic quantum computing can be imple-250

mented13. Furthermore, high-quality single photons from251

Rydberg atoms can be injected into integrated photonic252

chips15, realizing photonic quantum circuits with ex-253

cellent multi-photon quantum interference. Last, high-254

quality single photons and entangled photon pairs enable255

near-perfect interconnections between distant quantum256

modules that employ atomic qubits as local quantum pro-257

cessors, building up large-scale quantum architectures4258

with low overall error rates.259
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